MACRO MONDAY: WK 46
Your Weekly Cross-Asset Global Markets Call

Inflation Themed Week Ahead…
EM Central Banks…
Post US Midterms, Now What?
Tip of the Spear: (KVP) Kay Van-Petersen, CMT
global macro strategist & consigliere at large
Week 46, Nov 12 – Nov 18
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General Disclaimer: Solely Views/Opinions. Not Trading/Investing Recommendations
This presentation is provided by Saxo Capital Markets Pte. Ltd. (“Saxo Capital
Markets”) for your general information. Although all reasonable efforts have
been made to ensure that any information and commentary are accurate
and up-to-date, the presentation is updated from time to time but may not
always be up-to-date in every respect and no responsibility is accepted for
any loss arising from inaccurate or incomplete information, however
caused. Saxo Capital Markets does not warrant that all technical aspects and
functions of its platforms are explained during this presentation.
None of the information contained here constitutes an offer to purchase or
sell a financial instrument, or to make any investments. Saxo Capital
Markets does not take into account your personal investment objectives or
financial situation and makes no representation and assumes no liability as
to the accuracy or completeness of the information nor for any loss arising
from any investment based on any commentaries or information supplied
by any employee of Saxo Capital Markets or its affiliates. Any opinions made
are subject to change and may be personal to the author. These may not
necessarily reflect the opinion of Saxo Capital Markets or its affiliates.
The content of this presentation is provided on a strictly private and
confidential basis for information purposes only. It is not intended to be
distributed to any third party without the written consent of Saxo Capital
Markets.
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Last WK Review & Highlights
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Previous Week’s Highlights & Takeaways
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call
Previous WK Summary:

Services PMIs|ISM: Healthy beat in US
Serv. ISM 60.3a 59.3e 61.6p, EZ also beat
53.7a 53.3e, with GER crushing it 54.7a
53.6e. Italy & UK miss, with Italy now
technically in contraction at 49.2a 52.1e
RBA & RBNZ: Not too much change, in
the latter’s case data has been strong of
late (jobs figs 3.9%a 4.4%e).
US Midterms: The forecasts are actually
turned out right. Dems take house, Reps
consolidate Senate – now what?
Fed: Mention that business investment
has moderated from earlier in the year,
yet still very much on track. Fed Mins out
on Nov 29 & next Mtg is Dec 19
FI: US 10s not much changed, unlike their
JP & GER counterparts. US 30yr bond
yields were tighter for the wk.
FX: One may not realize it, yet DXY is up
4wks in a row – all about 97.00 as we
closed last wk at 96.90 +38bp.
CMD: Again oil keeps failing to catch a
big, flipside was NatGas hitting multi-year
highs given combination of weather in
NA. +13.3% for the wk, vs. -4.7% for WTI.
Big degradation in gold, silver, copper,
Coffee & Sugar – later two post big rallies
EQ: In the US, in terms of strong to wk its
Dow, SPX, NDQ & RTY. Solid up wk for US
stocks, SPX +2.1% EZ up & APAC mixed
Vol: Continued fall back in the VIX as we
get to 17.36, -11% for the wk
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CoT Review
[Taken from Ole Hansen’s weekly CoT Report]
@Ole_S_Hansen
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Macro Monday: Latest CoT Report

@Ole_S_Hansen @KVP_Macro

Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call

CURRENCIES (note, this is pre US Midterm & Fed Statement)
o Speculators increased bullish dollar bets against nine IMM currency futures by $2bn to $30bn ($28bn), a near three-year high in the week to Nov 6
o The change was primarily driven by a 43% increase in the euro net-short to 47k lots or €5.9bn, a 23m high.
o The commodity currencies were bought with the 73% reduction in the CAD resulting in the least bearish position since Mar. Also quite a bit of short covering in Kiwi
o We’ve also seen a massive reduction in MXN net longs to 7K lots (34K lots)

o At the equivalent value of $10bn the JPY remains the most shorted currency despite four consecutive wks of buying – and net-shorts not at extreme lvls
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Macro Monday: Latest CoT Report
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Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call
COMMODITIES

Leveraged funds cut bullish
cmds bets by just 4% in the
week to Nov 6. Heavy selling
of crude oil & products were
somewhat off-set by a pickup in demand for metals
and grains.
The crude oil slump which
extended into a fifth week
continued to attract long
liquidation and fresh shortselling from hedge funds.
Nine weeks of continued
selling has resulted in the
WTI net-long reaching a 14month and Brent at 16month low. Soaring crude oil
production and reduced
worries about US sanctions
impact on Iran have raised
the pressure on Opec and
Russia to stop the rout
Copper traders remained
undecided with the netshort once again returning
close to neutral as growth
worries off-sets signs of a
tight market
Grain traders cut a net-short
in soybeans by 37% while
adding further length to
corn ahead of last Thu’s
monthly WASDE report
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WK Ahead, Thoughts on Positioning,

& the MM Book…
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Macro Monday: Week Ahead, Plus Thoughts On Positioning

@KVP_Macro @SaxoStrats

Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call - Welcome to Week 46, Nov 12 – Nov 18
Key Focus:
EM Central Banks Heavy + Inflation Themed WK (US, EZ & UK) + Powell + Initial Big Step For Dems
Central Banks (SGT):
BoT +1.50%e/p (14) BSP +4.50%e/p (15) BI 5.75%e/p (15) MX +8.00%e +7.75%p (16)

Fed Speakers (SGT):
Daly (13) Brainard (13) Harker (14) Quarles (14/15) Powell (15, SGT 7am & 16, SGT 00:30) Bostic (16)

Econ Data:
US: CPI 2.5%e 2.3%p, CORE 2.2%e/p, RS, IP, Cap Utilization
CH: Money Supply, New Loans, RS, IP, FAI
EZ: 3Q GDP 1.7%e/p, IP, CPI 2.2%e 2.1%p, CORE 1.1%e/p, TB & Employment

JP: PPI, 3Q GDP -0.9%e +3.0%p, Tertiary Index, IP, TB
UK: Jobs Data, CPI 2.5%e 2.4%p, CORE 1.9%e/p, RPI & PPI, RS
NZ: PMI Mfg. 51.7p
AU: Wage pirce index, Jobs data 20.3k e 5.6k p, U/R 5.1%e 5.0%p
Other (SGT):
US & CA out on Veterans day, back in tmr (12) (Worth noting next wk will also be US Thanksgiving wkd with Thu Nov 22 being a holiday) Draghi (16), Kuroda (19), Asia Summits this wk (SG)
Quick Thoughts On Markets – With the US Midterms behind us, what is next?
1. Xi/Trump at Nov 30th G20 Summit ? 2. US Infrastructure Bill? 3. Dems assault on Trump? 4. Fed Dec 19 Hike? (75% Hike 25% Pass) & update 5. ECB update in Dec 6. Italy / Germany / Brexit
 Still contest that the clearest pathway (higher probability) post US Midterms, is bad news for China. As Trump will become even more focused on foreign policy… a ‘deal’ does not help Trump
Saxo Bank

 Other: Eleanor flagging Oil (since 1984 never been down more than 10 sessions in a row – as of last Fri’ s close we were down 10 sessions in a row), softer Aus housing data & dwn side risk to RBA
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Macro Monday: Week Ahead, Positioning Thoughts, Trade Views
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call - Welcome to Week 45, Nov 5 – Nov 11

@KVP_Macro @SaxoStrats

From MM WK 45

US Midterms – Consensus base case is dems take house, whilst the reps retain the senate
What's more interesting is the extremes, no matter how unlikely… granted the effect on markets may be even less material given the correction we’ve had in equities & the last few wks of
trying to bounce off a floor. It is worth bearing in mind that equity volatility is still high… & KVP knows an equal amount of very good traders who are calling for continued bounce in US
equities as well as for a continued sell-off…
Personally I think we bounce yet… if the Dems sweep… all bets are off in the near-term…
Republican sweep, would solidify their control of Congress & be seen as very bullish by the equity markets, in such a case, would expect sustained rally upwards in US Equities & Bond
Yields – interpretation would be a government that can operate easier & more importantly for the market, perceiving more fiscal spending on the way. Would likely think that near-term
effect of further risk-on in US equities, would be USD negative
Democrats sweep, would be very much the opposite on US equities & US bond yields (both lower) – as it would be interpreted not only as less pro business than the GOP but potentially
also time for some ‘payback’ & legacy plays. Would assume risk-off here would be USD positive

Some angles to consider:
Under Dems (even if its just the house)…
Impeachment, would initially be construed as negative if it was something the Dems would look to do - technically Senate has to sign off on it, if they do find grounds for impeachment.
Technically it also is a long process… historically only two presidents have had the I-Glove thrown at them & both stepped down before. So post near-term reaction, would actually think that
Impeachment could be a potentially buying opportunity for US equities. The economy is still very strong – also despite us being off the highs… do bear in mind that the final blow-off top in
equities, tends to come when the Fed stops hiking… i.e. likely a 2019 story
Either way…
US infrastructure bill, think this is much higher probability than the market is giving it. Trump is happy to deal with either part to get this done & if it did come through (i.e. a lot of states are
in dire need of not just modern infrastructure, but also investment given how much debt they have). An infra bill would given this already hot business cycle another leg to run

(WK 46 Comment) – Already saw early signs of infrastructure co-ordination
from Dem’s Pelosi
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Macro Monday’s Chartography
“Fundamentalists who say they are not going to pay any attention to the charts
are like a doctor who says he’s not going to take a patient’s temperature”
–Bruce Kovner, Legendary Trader & Founder of Caxton
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FINTECH UNFILTERED
Driving innovation through open banking

Wealth 2.0: Collaboration is key
Date:
8 November 2018
Time:
1400 – 2000
Location: Marina Bay Sands Expo and Convention Centre
Simpor Junior Ballroom, Level 4

(Cocktails after conference at CÉ LA VI, MBS Skytower)
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Many Thanks To Those That Attended – Awesome Event
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MM Back on Mon: 08:30[SG/HK] 09:30 [Tok]11:30 [Syd] 19:30[NY]
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Assets Call
Thanks again for your Time, Feedback & Spreading of the MM Word
Catch you all next Monday & Have a Phenomenal WK Ahead
08:30[SG/HK] 09:30 [Tok] 11:30 [Syd] 19:30[NY]
*
Please look out for our daily weekday Global Market Calls now live streamed from Facebook
Replay for Macro Monday & the Global Markets Calls are on www.home.saxo
hear from Peter Garnry on Equities, John Hardy on FX, Ole Hansen on CMDs & Simon Fasdal on bonds
with a special weekly chart session by Kim Cramer Larsen on Tues
As well as bi-monthly webinars by our Australian Market Strategist, Eleanor Creagh

@KVP_Macro @SaxoStrats
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Appendix – Macro Monday Books’

2017 Performance vs. Macro HF Benchmark
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Global Macro Tactical Book 2017 Performance, +4.18% vs. +2.94% Benchmark
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call

o Tactical Book had a great start for much of 2017, finishing 3Q up c. +7.56%, with very high hit rate
o Made strategic decision to increase the lvl of risk for trades in 4Q, logic being higher win ratio should results with overall higher return for the quarter
o Did not have many opportunities in 4Q, combo of year-end travel (off desk), less clear opportunities, general fatigue, etc. led to -3.39% in 4Q. It’s a marathon, not a sprint
o Average risk taken per quarter were 0.57%, 0.81%, 0.58% 1.33% respectively
o Total return for the year was +4.18%, greater than average Macro HF’s +2.94% in 2017, yet quite disappointing given high win ratio & high watermark just short of +10%
o Overall Takeaway: Increase min risk per trade to 75-100bp (raises bar on ideas), have a min of 3-4 diff trade ideas at any one time to dampen volatility + bad luck
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Global Macro Strategic Book 2017 Performance, +8.80% vs. +2.94% Benchmark
Macro Monday: Your Weekly Cross-Asset Call

o Strategic Book was the opposite, struggling for most of the year before turning around in 4Q through a heavily concentrated bet on Crypto proxy through ETNs
o Win ratio of c. 54% is more realistic from a sustainable perspective. Worth noting that without crypto trade, avg. win per trade is only +74bp vs. avg. loss per trade of -71bp,
this is too low of a sustainable edge, unless your running several hundred million dollars or a yard
o Biggest losses were from initial big bet on structural shorts on US rates (-1.89%), trade idea was right, structure of picking up 1yr puts was wrong. Also high conviction long
on silver (3% of risk) through SIL (silver etf) was poorly timed & cost the book its biggest loss at -2.67%.
o Total return for the year was +8.80%, basically triple the average Macro Hedge Fund’s +2.94% in 2017
o Overall Takeaway: Start slowly in a more structured manner, keep avg. risk per trade at above 100bp, keep wide structured stops, have more lower correlated trades
Saxo Bank
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